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	There was a time when people believed
	that the stars were bonfires lit by
	other tribes in the sky, that the
	universe was a flat plate resting on the shell
	of a giant turtle, and that the Earth,
	according to the Greek astronomer Ptolemy,
	was at the center of the universe. From the
	most remote of times, people have been
	curious about what lies hidden beyond the
	celestial sphere. This curiosity has led them
	to build telescopes that show with clarity
	otherwise blurry and distant objects. In this
	book you will find the history of the cosmos
	illustrated with spectacular images that
	show in detail how the cosmos was formed,
	the nature of the many points of light that
	adorn the night sky, and what lies ahead.
	You will also discover how the suns that
	inhabit space live and die, what dark matter
	and black holes are, and what our place is in
	this vastness. Certainly, the opportunity to
	compare the destiny of other worlds similar
	to ours will help us understand that for the
	time being there is no better place than the
	Earth to live. At least for now.
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Accounting (Available Titles CengageNOW)South-Western College, 2006

	Understand what accounting is all about and its evolving role in business with Warren and Reeve's ACCOUNTING, the most successful higher education accounting text of all time. You'll use the preparation of financial statements as a framemark work for understand accounting and concepts and in the rocess you'll see how to use...
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Java EE 6 Development with NetBeans 7Packt Publishing, 2011

	Java EE 6, the latest version of the Java EE specification, adds several new features
	to simplify enterprise application development. New versions of existing Java EE
	APIs have been included in this latest version of Java EE. JSF 2.0 greatly simplifies
	web application development. JPA 2.0 features a new criteria API and several other...
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18 Steps for Starting Your BusinessOut Of Your Mind, 2008


	Thank you for choosing 18 Steps to Starting Your Business as

	the tool to help you start your new business or to use as a textbook

	in your entrepreneurial classes. I hope that it will prove to be of

	great help to you.





	It has often been said that, “You can run your business by the seat

	of your...
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Electric Machinery and Power System FundamentalsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Stephen J. Chapman is a leading author in the area of machines. He brings his expertise to the table again in "An Introduction to Electric Machinery and Power Systems." This text is designed to be used in a course that combines machinery and power systems into one semester. Chapman's new book is designed to be flexible and allow...
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TMS 2019 148th Annual Meeting & Exhibition Supplemental Proceedings (The Minerals, Metals & Materials Series)Springer, 2019

	
		Based on experimental observation, ab initio molecular dynamics was
	
		usedtoinvestigatethedissolutionofinterfacialironoxidesinhotcompressivebond-
	
		ing (HCB). The surface analysis indicated that there was reoxidation at the unclosed
	
		iron surface during the sample heating in HCB. The bonding of pre-oxidized iron
	
		was...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit: Implementing and Administering Security in a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network, Exam 70-214Microsoft Press, 2003
Welcome to the MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit: Implementing and Administering Security in a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network, Exam 70-214. This book provides in-depth and detailed information about the major security services in Microsoft Windows 2000 networks, including securing desktops and servers using Group Policy, configuring and managing...
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